The classical Hausdorff-Young inequalities for Fourier series are extended. These new results are then used to improve known results on multipliers of H" spaces.
It is the purpose of this note to extend Kellogg's results even further. In order to do this it will first be necessary to recall some known results. This will be done in the second section. The third section contains the extensions of Kellogg's results and the fourth section deals with some theorems on multipliers.
Regarding notation r,p,q will denote real numbers satisfying l<r, l</?^2=9-Conjugate indices will be denoted by primes. All functions will be analytic and/(0)=0. Constants depending on various parameters p, q will be denoted by Avq and the usual abuse of notation will allow the same symbol to represent different constants.
The results of § §3 and 4, while stated for functions in Hr, may be extended to functions in LT when r>l by using a well-known theorem of M. Riesz. Paley, and may be found in [5] or in [6, V.II, Chapters XIV, XV].
(LP I) Let/e Hr and g(6)=(p0 (l-P)\f'(peie)\2 dp)1'2. Then ||g||r = Ar \\f\\T Í AT \\g\\T.
(LPII) Let feW and Lm=Am(f)=TZ-^f(n)ein\ m=l,2,---. Applying (M) to (LP I) gives two inequalities, which also may be found in [1] .
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The next result is a corollary to the projection theorem of M. Riesz Next, it is shown that (3.1) may be sharpened. f(pe^)dp\^A{\ \f'(pe*)\p dB) (Pn+1 -Pn)x" |Jp" dp | \Jp" I so that haji; ú A(Pn+x -Pn) ["^miw, p)dP^A f"+1(i -p)M%f, p) dp, Jp* J"n and so the first part of (3.2) would follow.
That it does is not nearly so difficult so show as the Littlewood-Paley theorems, but uses only the first few stages of that proof as found in Now let p=Pm=l-im+l)-x, and /=/m=(pm, Pm+1). Then \\t'X ^ Ap-}~ f Mlif, p) dp ^ APm3 f (1 -p)Mlif', p) dp.
\ln\ J/r» Jim
Next, let p=pt=l-2-m, /=/* = (p*, p*+1). Then W-ÛÏÛ A¿tm f (1 -p)Ml(f, p) dp. 4. Applications to the multipliers. If X=(X(n)) is a sequence of complex numbers with the property that whenever fie Hr there is a g e H' so that g(n) = X(n)f(n) then X is called a multiplier of Hr into //s, or A 6 (HT, Hs). Proof. The proof is a direct application of (3.1) and the classical Hausdorff-Young theorem.
The hypotheses imply (see [4] where (3.1) has again been applied twice. This completes the proof of (4.1 ).
Similarly if Inmk is the kth dyadic subinterval of Inm then whenever :2/"mt |A(;')|s<^<co it follows that X e (Hp, H"). And this kind of result may be improved over and over. At the same time it gives a sequence of improvements over the Hausdorff-Young theorems. In the case above, for example, one gets In.™ (2/.. lyW^'^/M/ll*,, etc.
None of this seems to go over to H1, however. For instance X e (Hx, H2) if and only if ~^2m-l \X(n)\2-^A (see [3] ), so this case admits no weakening of the type described above.
All the multiplier theorems of the type thus far described are actually multiplier theorems for sequence spaces that are related to Hr (or /_/) 2/0' \2/j>' but only approximate them. Thus (4.1) or anything like it seems unlikely to be definitive. But the results in [3] , [4] and §3 and §4 of the present paper do show that any theorems on //''"-multipliers may be localized. For instance it is only necessary (with the terminology of (4.1)) to show that l|Anm(g)||s = ||Anm(/)||P in order to have X in (Hp, H*).
Thus, for instance, this observation and a direct application of Theorem 1 of [1] give the following extension of that theorem. 
